INTRODUCTION

The Royal Australasian College of Surgeons (RACS) is committed to the highest standards of surgical education and training. RACS is concerned that all modes of teaching and education are protecting and strengthening the culture that enables surgeons to act in the best interests of their patients.

Concerns have been raised with the College over the risks of live transmission of surgery. These concerns relate to the possibility that surgeons’ behaviour may be affected by live transmission of surgery, superseding the best interests of patients and to the doubtful educational benefit of teaching using live transmission of surgery.
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BACKGROUND

Technological advances have increased the capacity and possibilities for live surgery transmission. Evidence for the educational benefit of live transmission of surgery is lacking but some surgeons believe it has potential value.¹

However, whether the transmission of live surgery has educational value or not is a secondary consideration. The primary consideration of the College is whether or not patients whose operations are being transmitted live are at any increased risk of sub-optimal outcomes. There are concerns that the best interests of the patient being operated upon may become subordinate to the performance pressure experienced by the surgeon or interventionist (the operator).²

Although the operator must carry the major responsibility for the welfare of the patient, the organisers or convenors of the meeting/seminar/conference etc. (the organisers) also have a responsibility for patient welfare if they choose to include ‘live surgery’ in their program.

RECOMMENDATION

RACS recommends that pre-recorded procedures provide a superior alternative to transmitting live surgery and allows interaction with the operator without distraction. Appropriately edited recordings will also save the time of the audience.

For live transmission of surgery to be appropriate, RACS position is that the following considerations be made by the operator and by the organisers of the meeting. Transmission of live surgery should only occur if the answer to all points is in the affirmative for both the operator and the organisers. The College recommends that these questions and the answers are retained until the outcome of the patient is assured:

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

The responses to all of the below questions must be ‘yes’ before live transmission of operative procedures is undertaken. It is the responsibility both of the operator and of the organisers of the meeting to ensure that affirmative answers are obtained prior to the procedure being undertaken:

1. Will the patient who is to be operated upon as part of the live demonstration be the primary concern of the operator, not the educational value of the session?

2. Has the operator performed a preoperative clinical assessment of the patient?
3. Has the patient been properly informed and consented not only for the procedure but also for the live transmission of the operation?

4. Is the operator appropriately credentialed, registered and insured?

5. Is the operator prepared to cease the live demonstration during the procedure if necessary?

6. Is the operator prepared to change the planned procedure if circumstances require?

7. Is the operator familiar with the procedure room and the staff involved?

8. Does the operator know who the audience will be?

9. Will there be a moderator to control operator/audience interaction?

10. Is it certain that the live transmission of the procedure will not, in itself, in any way prejudice the outcome of the procedure for the patient?

11. Is it assured that the operator will not receive any additional fee or benefit, direct or indirect, for the performance of a live procedure?

12. Does the educational value of live surgery transmission exceed the value of a pre-recorded operation?

13. Will post-operative audience assessment of the educational value of the live surgery be undertaken?
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